Acer chrome devices are engineered for productivity, portability and power. Empower cloud workers with enterprise grade features built for the cloud on systems powered by 8th Gen * Intel core processors.

**Productivity**
Create an optimal user experience and increase employee productivity:
- User and browser sync across devices.
- Virtual legacy and server-side apps and workspaces.
- Deploy and manage private and public apps with Managed Google Play.

**Control**
Manage your entire fleet of Chrome devices with increased flexibility:
- Integrate with Microsoft® Active Directory® for authentication, device and user management.
- Manage Chrome devices via Chrome management or select third-party EMMs.

**Security**
Protect your company and user data with multi-layered end-to-end security:
- Control device access and force re-enrollment.
- Remotely disable and wipe devices.
- Configure user sessions and enable policies.

**Support**
Reduce your IT dependency on reactive user support:
- Automatic OS and security updates.
- Chrome Remote Desktop.
- 24/7 Enterprise Support.

* Available on select Chromebook 13 laptops.